family product catalog

print products

Prints

Custom Wallet Boxes

Printed on the world’s finest photographic paper, Prints are available
with an array of beautiful surface modifications and mounting options.
• Thirty standard print sizes up to 30x40 in size
• E-Surface, Metallic, and True Black & White paper available

Custom Wallet Boxes are a stylish way to store and carry wallet prints.
• Single box (holds 50 wallets) or double box
(holds 100 wallets) available
• Custom Image Glossy, Metallic, or Satin finish

Dry Erase Boards

Slim-Lines

Fun and functional, Dry Erase Boards include an image from your session
with additional space for important notes and to do lists.
• Sizes include 6x9, 8x12, and 12x18
• Delivered with a black marker, magnet strips,
and adhesive squares for mounting

Slim-Line Cards are an affordable and easy way to send customized
greetings to family and friends. These traditional cards are printed on
photographic paper and offered with a variety of templates for both
holidays and announcements.
• Sized at 4x8
• E-Surface, Metallic, and True Black & White paper available
• White envelopes included with order

Statuettes

5x30 Panels

Printed on photographic paper, mounted to an acrylic base, and cut out.
Statuettes are an outstanding way to display your favorite image.
• Sizes include 5x7 and 8x10
• E-Surface paper available
• Choose from a white or black acrylic base

Can’t pick just one image? Choose a layout that features a number
of image nodes and change the background color and borders for a
custom composite.
• Sized at 5x30
• E-Surface, Metallic, and True Black & White paper available

Image Folios

Custom Wood Photo Box

A polished way to display favorite images from your sessions, Image
Folios look great on a desktop, bookshelf or coffee table.
• Sizes 5x5, 5x7, 8x8 and 8x10
• Cover options include Custom Image Satin or Metallic
(must match the interior finish)

A vintage way to display and store images from your latest session, the
Custom Wood Photo Box looks great on a desktop, mantle or coffee
table.
• Sized at 4.5x4.5x1.625
• Includes four wooden easels for display
• Image printed directly onto the lid of box
• Available with 50 loose 4x4 Prints or 10 mounted 4x4 Prints
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proofing

Custom Proof Boxes

Individual Proofs

Store proofs and prints in a handcrafted Custom Proof Box.
• Custom Image Glossy, Canvas, Metallic, or Satin finish
• Holds 50, 100, 200, 400, or 800 proofs depending on box selected
• An image or DVD can be placed on the inside cover of 5x7 boxes

Proofs are printed with the same quality and color
techniques as our final prints so your images look incredible.
• Sizes include 3.5x5, 4x5, 4x6, 5x5, and 5x7
• Spiral binding available
• E-Surface and Metallic paper available

Press Proof Books

Proof Composites

Your proofs are displayed in a spiral bound book,
printed on a luxurious press paper.
• 8x10 in size
• Matte or Semi-Gloss press paper available
• Choose black spiral binding or a hard cover bound book with
a variety of cover options
• Include an order form on the back of each page to simply
ordering or feature your images on both sides of page

Your images are laid out in a convenient spiral bound book making it
easy to choose your favorites. The book is spiral bound and covered with
a clear poly cover for protection.
• 8.5x11 in size
• E-Surface and Metallic paper available
• DVDs sold separately

Proof Portfolios

Custom DVD Cases and Printed DVDs

One of our most popular proofing options! Your images are printed on
photographic paper, spiral bound, and covered with a clear poly cover,
creating an organized collection of proofs.
• Sizes include 8x10 and 10x13
• E-Surface paper available

Store your DVDs in style with a custom printed
case that stands the test of time.
• Custom Image Glossy, Canvas, Metallic, or Satin finish
• Holds one or two DVDs depending on case selected
• DVDs available with 4GB of memory
• DVDs sold separately

Custom Wood USB Drive and Box

Custom Acrylic USB Drives and Slide Boxes

A chic way to store images from your session, the Custom Wood USB
Drive and Box pair boutique style with practical functionality.
• Highest-quality USB drive available in 8GB and 16GB
memory options
• Choose Classic or Luxe shape for drive
• 4.5x4.5 printable area on lid of box

A modern marvel, the Custom Acrylic USB Drive and Slide Box is a
gorgeous display for your images.
• Highest-quality USB Drive available in 8GB and 16GB
• Custom Slide Box is available in Black or White
• Available as a combo or sold separately
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albums & books

Miller’s Signature Albums

Custom Wood Album Box

Beautifully simple from start to finish, Miller’s Signature Album offers a
variety of sizes, choices and optional upgrades fit for any budget.
• One-piece wraparound cover design
• Thin or thick page options for photographic and press papers
• More than 40 covers options including Acrylic, Cameo, Custom Cover,
Leather, Etched Leather, Linen, Metal and Wood.

Fitted for the Miller’s Signature Album, the Custom Wood Album Box
features your image printed directly or etched onto the wooden surface
for a truly unique photo keepsake.
• Available for Miller’s Signature Albums 8x8, 10x10 and 12x12
• Printable area of lid 9x9, 11x11 and 13x13
• The Custom Wood Album Box is made of pure maple wood

Hard Cover Books

LayFlat Press Books

Hard Cover Press Books are made with magazine style
press papers and a perfectly bound spine.
• Sizes include 8x10, 10x8, 12.5x10
• Matte, Semi-Gloss, and Linen press paper available
• Custom Image, Eurohyde, and Art Cloth covers

LayFlat Press Books are made with quality materials and one of the
heaviest papers on the market so that when opened, the book lays flat.
• Sizes include 4x5, 4x6, 5x5, 6x9, 8x8, 8x10, 8x12, 10x10, 12x12
• Printed on Smooth or Pearl press paper
• Bonded Leather and Custom Image covers available

Soft Cover Press Books
Soft Cover Books are press-printed and covered with stock paper.
They’re completely flexible in both build and functionality.
• Variety of sizes available, depending on
perfect bound or saddle-stitched selection
• Matte and Semi-Gloss press paper available
• Smooth, Linen and Pearl covers available
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press

Foil Pressed Cards

Luxe Pop Cards

A streak of brilliance, offer your clients an eye-catching
card that exudes charm and class.
• Sized at 7x5 and 5x7
• Available on Classic felt and Pearl press paper
• Cards are stamped with Gold, Opal, Red, Rose Gold or Silver foil and
available in a variety of stylish designs

The Luxe Pop Card adds a fun new element to this classic tradition with
a Circle or Ornate ornament ready to pop and hang on the tree.
• Sized at 5x7
• Printed on Classic Felt, Premium Cotton, Premium Bamboo,
100% Recycled, Smooth, Linen or Pearl press papers
• Gloss UV Coating available for additional charge

Luxe Cards

Flat Cards

Our high end Luxe Cards are a must-have for holiday cards, invites,
announcements, and more. Printed on premium press papers and diecut into stylish shapes, they add an element of elegance to your cards.
• Sizes include 3x3 ornate, 3x3 leaf, 4x8 ornate, 5x5 ornate, 5x5 circle,
5x5 scalloped circle, 5x5 scalloped square, 5x7 ornate,
5x7 scalloped rectangle, 5x5 and 5x7 folded
• Classic Felt, Premium Bamboo, Premium Cotton, 100% Recycled,
Smooth, Linen, and Pearl press papers available

The beauty of Flat Cards – printed on premium quality press paper, Flat
Cards are perfect for holidays, announcements and more.
• Sizes include 3x3, 4x5, 4.25x5.5, 4x6, 5x5, 5x7, 4x8, and 5.5x8.5
• Classic Felt, Premium Bamboo, Premium Cotton, 100% Recycled,
Smooth, Linen, and Pearl press paper available

Accordion Cards

Folded Cards

Unique Accordion Cards stand out when sent as
greeting cards or announcements to family and friends.
• Three sizes available
• Classic Felt, Premium Bamboo, Premium Cotton, 100% Recycled,
Smooth, Linen, and Pearl press paper available
• White envelopes included in order

Send out personalized greeting cards
and announcements for special occasions.
• Sizes include 5.5x4.25, 5x5, 5x7, 5x7 wide format,
5.25x8, 5.25x8 wide format, and 8x4
• Classic Felt, Premium Bamboo, Premium Cotton, 100% Recycled,
Smooth, Linen, and Pearl press paper available
• White envelopes included in order

Address Labels

Envelopes

Add this matching, must-have product to make the tedious task of
addressing holiday cards and wedding invitations fast and easy.
• Finished size of 7.25x0.625
• Sold in sets of 50

It’s always nice to have options. Send cards in style with Pearl, Kraft
or White Envelopes and browse Envelope Liners and foil lining for a
gleaming presentation.
• White Envelopes are included free of charge with Folded Cards;
White Envelopes are available with Flat Cards for an additional charge
• Kraft, Pearl and White Envelopes with foil lining
are available for an additional charge
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Business Cards

Rep Cards

Our high quality printing ensure Business Cards stand the test of time.
• 2x3.5 and 2x7 folded cards available
• Sold in sets of 100
• Classic Felt, Premium Bamboo, Premium Cotton, 100% Recycled,
Smooth, Linen, and Pearl press paper available

A lot like business cards, only skinnier! Rep Cards
are a perfect fit for contact cards and mini invites.
• 1.375x3.5 in size
• Classic Felt, Premium Bamboo, Premium Cotton, 100% Recycled,
Smooth, Linen, and Pearl press papers available
• Packaged in a silver tin

Bookmarks

Posters

Order standard bookmarks or one-of-a-kind announcements!
• 2x7 in size
• Classic Felt, Premium Bamboo, Premium Cotton, 100% Recycled,
Smooth, Linen, and Pearl press papers available

Posters are a great way to plug an upcoming event or a local
business. Make them easy for everyone to see by adding colorful
imagery to the design.
• 12x18 in size
• Classic Felt, Smooth, Linen, or Pearl press papers available

Luxe Stickers

Stickers

Available in three sizes, our ornate-shaped
stickers provide a number of uses.
• Sizes include 1.375x3.5 ornate, 2.5x3.5 ornate, and 3x3 ornate
• Sold in sets of 50

Receive up to 50 different stickers with a complimentary silver tin.
• Sizes include 1.375x3.5 ornate, 2.5x3.5 ornate, and 3x3 ornate
• Sold in sets of 50

Accordion Books

Accordion Minis

With seven customizable panels, Accordion Books are a timeless
and popular option for showcasing your favorite shots.
• 4x8 in size
• Classic Felt, Premium Bamboo, Premium Cotton, 100% Recycled,
Smooth, Linen, and Pearl press papers available
• Custom Image Satin or Custom Image Metallic covers available

Tiny in size with a magnetic cover, Accordion Minis are great on-the-go,
making it easy to show your favorite portraits to family and friends.
• Classic Felt, Premium Bamboo, Premium Cotton, 100% Recycled,
Smooth, Linen, and Pearl press papers available
• Choose from a variety of colorful and custom cover options
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Luxe DVD Cases

Spiral & Tear-Off Notepads

Add style and professionalism to your
presentation with a Luxe DVD case.
• 5x5 in size
• Printed on Classic Felt press paper
• Case hold ones CD/DVD

Turn an everyday of paper into a fun, fully customizable notepad.
• Sizes 4x8, 5x8 & 14x11
• Cover printed on Classic Felt Paper
• Available as Tear-Off or Spiral bound

Press Magnets

Wall Calendars

Choose an announcement or invitation that stands out and sticks
around. Press Magnets are press printed like cards but with magnetic
backing for display.
• Sizes 2x3.5, 3x3, 4.25x5.5 and 5x7
• Printed on eco-friendly, non-rubber press paper with rounded
or square corners
• White envelopes included on 4.25x5.5, 5x5 and 5x7 sizes only

With a different design and image for each month,
you’ll want to keep our custom Wall Calendar for years to come.
• 8.5x11 or 11x14 in size
• Choose the starting month for your calendar and personalize dates
with special occasions
• Download and create your own calendar with our DIY grids

wall art

Fine Art Acrylics
Create a bold statement with Fine Art Acrylics. Printed directly on
acrylic substrate, your images pop with vibrant color and crisp detail.
• Sizes include 16x16, 16x23.5, 19.5x19.5, and 19.5x23.5
• Mount to the wall using stainless standoffs included in the order

Frames
Classic yet refined, Frames provide a timeless solution for image display.
• Offered in Black, White, Maple and Espresso
• Choose from no glass, clear glass or non-glare glass
• Optional Black or White Mat in 2 inch width

Fine Art Canvas

Print Wraps

Pairing well with more traditional work, Fine Art Canvas can be mounted
and framed for a regal wall hanging.
• Sizes include 8x10 up to 40x60 with custom sizes available

Print Wraps are printed on photographic paper and laminated with a
mounting block on the back, extending the hanging away from the wall.
• Sizes include 8x8, 8x10, 8x12, 10x10, 12x12, 11x14, 10x20, 16x16,
16x20, and 16x24
• E-Surface and Metallic papers available with gloss or matte lamination
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Fine Art Metals

Fine Art Murals

We create Fine Art Metals by printing your image on the face
of a brushed aluminum box, resulting in an edgy, stylish display.
• Sizes include 16x16, 16x23.5, 19.5x19.5, and 19.5x23.5
• Mount to the wall using brackets included on the back of the
aluminum box

Totally modular. Completely modernistic. Your image is split and printed
on brushed aluminum tiles. Once assembled, the Fine Art Mural turns
your image into a contemporary work of art.
• Sizes include 24x24, 24x36, 24x48, and 36x48
• Link tiles using the silver snap rings and mount
to the wall with brackets included in the order

Fine Art Paper

Gallery Wraps

Fine Art Paper has a light, watercolor texture and delicate feel. Your
image is printed on this matte paper with a large inkjet printer, creating
a stunning Giclee print that will last for years to come.
• Sizes include 5x7 up to 40x60 with custom sizes available

Gallery Wraps are printed on premium canvas and wrapped around a
stretcher bar. With museum-like quality, you’ll love your very own
original masterpiece.
• Sizes include 8x10 up to 34x54 with custom sizes available
• Select Classic or Pearl canvas
• Available in 1.5" and 2.5" depths

Standouts

Vivid Metals

Lure the eye in with an image that stands out. Prints are mounted on
1.5” thick lightweight foam board edged in black or white trim.
• Sizes include 8x8 to 20x30
• E-Surface, Metallic and True Black & White paper available
• Protective lustre coating option

Add pop and personality to your walls with this high-end print.
Vivid Metals offer an artistic way to display images.
• Available in 22 sizes
• White Base or Metal Base finishing options
• Vertical and horizontal orientations

Luxe Vivid Metals
See images in a new definition with Luxe Vivid Metals. A twist on Vivid
Metals, these prints will give your walls an instant artistic look
and feel.
• Available in 3 sizes
• White Base or Metal Base finishing options
• Vertical and horizontal orientations
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